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Basic Idea

I Hate Mornings

Why? What part?

My Alarm

What about your alarm?

It was made by a malicious company that thrives on misery.



Solution
If whats annoying is the sound, then we need another way to wake people up

Five Senses

Touch

Smell

Sound

Taste

Sight

The ways we can perceive our 

surroundings, and what can 

draw us to consciousness.

An alarm must use a combination of these senses to fully 

waken a person, but also must have restraints to not 

upset the person.



- Tray design

- Wireless charger

- Extra ports

- Wirelessly connects to 

the other devices

- Saves information of 

alarm process in case 

phone is dead

- Has speakers in case 

phone is dead

Alarm Hub



Coffee Maker

- Designed to stimulate 

smell

- Single cup

- Uses pods that can be 

designed to have 

particularly stronger 

scents

- Vents to create light 

airflow to spread smell

- Optional 



Pillow Vibrator
- Placed underneath 

pillow, inside case

- Small motors with 

counterweights to create 

vibration

- Designed to stimulate 

touch

- Thin, so it will not be 

noticed

- Connects via bluetooth 

to central hub

- Optional 



Adjustable Light
- Connects to central 

hub

- Adjustable light 

levels

- Installed in any 

ceiling socket

- Designed to 

stimulate sight

- Optional 



Connectivity

Through the Alarm Hub

Coffee Maker

Pillow Vibrator

Light

Phone App

- Change order and timing

- Adjust volume of phone’s alarm

- Upload any sound file

Connection through hub 

allows for system to 

maintain connection 

without the phone.



Availability
System would be sold as a whole as well as separately

- Ensures users don’t pay for what they won’t use

- Users can repurchase specific units if they break

App is free

- Allows anyone to use the adjustable sound and customizability

- Gain public support


